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I. INTRODUCTION 

This is a brief by Nigel E. Jeffries ("Intervenor"), a registered West Virginia voter, in 

support of Petitioners' Petition for Writ of Mandamus. As a registered independent voter and on 

behalf of those similarly situated, Intervenor hereby seeks to provide new and additional insights 

for the benefit of the Court as it considers this important matter. Intervenor respectfully requests 

that this Court find West Virginia Code § 3-5-23(g) as volitive of the First and Fourteenth 

Amendments to the United States Constitution and Sections 7 and 16 of Article III of the West 

Virginia Constitution. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS AND ISSUES PRESENTED 

A. Intervenor Adopts Petitioners' Statement of Facts 

Intervenor concurs with, relies upon, and adopts Petitioners' statement of the case and 

facts for purposes of this original jurisdiction proceeding pending in this Court. 

B. Statement of the Issues Addressed Herein 

This brief will not address each and every issue raised by the Petitioners. Instead, 

Intervener wishes to draw attention to the issues that directly affect him, and others like him. 

Thus, this brief will consider the following issue: Whether ballot access restrictions like "sore 

loser" laws are constitutional when these laws were crafted by the two ruling political parties, 

place a severe burden on voters' freedoms and fundamental rights under the United States 

Constitution and the West Virginia Constitution while failing to further the state's proffered 

interests. 
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III. SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The Respondent cannot demonstrate how imposing burdens on third-parties, their 

candidates, and voters through restrictive ballot access laws, such as West Virginia Code § 

3-5-23(g), are reasonably necessary to further West Virginia's interest. Moreover, this Court 

should recognize the inherent conflict of interest created when the state, by and through its 

elected lawmakers (nearly all of whom are Republican and Democratic) craft the very election 

laws that govern ballot access that apply to all candidates and all parties. Denying like-minded 

voters from associating with certain candidates they find threatening to "party cohesion" is never 

a reasonable response to an illusory problem. 

The history of ballot access restriction is that of a two-party duopoly creating Potemkin 

village arguments to justify strict barriers on ballot access. These ballot access restrictions exist 

only to manipulate the outcome of elections in favor of the duopoly. This strategy excludes 

certain electoral options from being presented to voters as the established parties fear the effects 

of having more than two voices in the marketplace. How can the state decide which candidate is 

"viable" and which is "frivolous" prior to an election? Too much power has been given to the 

two established political parties to decide the rules of the game without proving that their 

strictures are reasonable or necessary to further the state's interest. 

Being a member of the Democratic or Republican parties gives a candidate legitimacy 

regardless of his or her background. One cannot blame a candidate for joining an established 

political party to gain support and an automatic electorate. The path to candidacy is certainly 

easier. There are no signature collection requirements to show how much support you may have 

in the primary before announcing. All one has to do is simply register as a Democrat or 
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Republican prior to the election and then their automatic spot on the prim¥J ballot along with all 

the free publicity and invitations to candidate events. However, the state, by and through the two 

established political parties, prevents candidates who previously used this legitimacy from 

running as an independent or with a third-party candidate in the general election. "Sore loser" 

laws allow the established parties to veto the decisions of third-parties and like-minded voters 

from associating with certain candidates who threaten to siphon votes from their nominee. Rather 

than play by the same rules that govern third-parties and Independent's, the established parties 

change the rules to benefit themselves. This Court should not be in the business of keeping the 

Democratic and Republican parties copacetic at the exclusion of open, fair, and democratic 

elections. 

IV. ARGUMENT 

A. Ballot Access Laws Exist to Preserve The Two-Party Duopoly. 

States have broad power to regulate the time, place, and manner of elections, but they 

must do so within the limits established by the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United 

States Constitution. Eu v. San Francisco County Democratic Cent. Comm. , 489 U.S. 214, 222 

(1989). It is this constitutional authority vested in the several states concerning the "time, place, 

and manner" of elections, which allows the states to promulgate their own so-called "ballot 

access" requirements for political party nominees, new party nominees, and independent 

candidates, as well as requirements for placement of a candidate's name on the ballot. With the 

power to regulate elections comes the potential for abuse and misuse of the power if the ruling 

party(ies) craft the very election laws that govern all parties with the intent of self-preservation 

of power and legitimacy. Justice Holmes in Abrams v. United States wrote that the best test of 
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truth is the power of thought to get itself accepted in the marketplace of iqeas. 250 U.S. 616, 630 

(1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting). However, that marketplace is controlled by a duopoly that has 

been empowered by the states that they ultimately control, thus acting as a sentry preventing 

certain ideas from making it to the marketplace and gaining traction with voters in the form of 

political candidates outside of the Democratic or Republican parties. 

The Republican and Democratic parties, and their state iterations, have worked separately 

or in conjunction with one another to bar independent and dissident candidates from appearing 

on the ballot against their respective party's nominee. More recently, Democratic and Republican 

lawmakers have gone further to craft "sore loser" or "sour grapes" laws that give greater control 

over ballot access to their established party bases. See Clingman v. Beaver, 544 U.S. 581, 603 

(2005) (O'Connor, J. concurring) (recognizing that "the State is itself controlled by the political 

party or parties in power, which presumably have an incentive to shape the rules of the electoral 

game to their own benefit"). Moreover, ballot access laws are enforced by Secretaries of State 

and defended by Attorneys General who invariably are major party politicians themselves. 

America has been dominated by the Republican and Democratic parties since the end of 

the Civil War.1 Unlike the direct voter disenfranchisement laws based upon characteristics like 

race or gender, the modem ballot access laws disenfranchise voters based on ideas and political 

philosophy. "Sore loser" laws ensure that the concentration of political power remains in the 

hands of the two established parties, and likewise to the detriment of voters' rights to organize 

1 Tirroughout American history there have been only five (5) major political parties. They are: Federalist, 

Democratic-Republicans, Democratic, Whig, and Republican. Once the Whigs collapsed and formed the Republican 
Party, the political landscape has been dominated by the two established national Republican and Democratic parties 

and their state counterparts. 
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with like-minded citizens in support of common political goals with tlie candidate(s) of their 
I i 

choosing. Such restrictive laws stifle the whole notion of representative democracy. 

Today's political landscape is in stark contrast to the past when minor political parties 

played a major role in American history. Often these parties pushed for policies opposed or 

ignored by the major parties or organized around specific issues. For example, the Liberty Party 

was formed in 1840 when the major parties refused to condemn slavery. In the 1870s, the 

Greenback Party was first to promote a host of social reforms such as the eight-hour workday, 

the curtailment of child labor, women's suffrage, and the graduated income tax. See Oliver Hall, 

Death by A Thousand Signatures: The Rise of Restrictive Ballot Access Laws and the Decline of 

Electoral Competition in the United States, 29 Seattle U. L. Rev. 407, 422 (2005). Third-parties 

mounted significant challenges to the existing two-party structure, and historically elected large 

numbers of local, state, and federal officials prior to the restrictive ballot laws of the early 

1900's. Bradley A. Smith, Judicial Protection of Ballot-Access Rights: Third Parties Need Not 

Apply, 28 Harv. J. on Legis. 167, 170 (1991). 

The apex of third-party politics occurred during the presidential election of 1912. That 

election saw incumbent William Howard Taft running against Democrat Woodrow Wilson and 

Progressive Party2 candidate Theodore Roosevelt.3 Roosevelt, who lost the nomination of the 

Republican Party that year, decided to mount a third-party candidacy and ended up with 

eighty-eight (88) electoral college votes to Wilson's four hundred thirty-five (435) and Taft's 

eight (8). Moreover, support for the Socialist Party peaked at six (6) percent of the presidential 

2 Nicknamed the "Bull-Moose" Party. 

3 Former presidents Martin Van Buren and Millard Filbnore mounted similar third-party .challenges in 1848 and 

1856 respectively; Van Buren as a Free Soil Party candidate and Fillmore as a candidate of the Know-Nothing Party. 
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vote in 1912 thanks in large part to Roosevelt's long coat-tails. The Soc(alists elected a handful 
I 

of congressmen, over twelve-hundred (1,200) local officials, and seventy-�ine mayors.4 After the 

elections of 1912, state legislatures began to write or revise ballot-access laws to hinder 

third-party activity. !d. at 170-71. 

Some of the most common restrictions on ballot access for third-party and unaffiliated 

candidates during this period included loyalty oaths and outright bans on subversive parties. 

Other restrictions included candidate filing fees, early and unreasonable filing deadlines, petition 

signature requirements (both procedural and substantive), and designation of recognized and 

non-recognized political parties. !d. at 174-75. Such ballot restrictions are a severe restraint upon 

the exercise of voters' fundamental rights of association in the advancement of political beliefs, 

and the right of qualified voters, regardless of their political persuasion, to cast their votes 

effectively. 

B. The State's Proffered Interests are Unreasonable and Do Not Justify the Burden 

Imposed on Voters. 

To determine whether a state election law violates the U.S. Constitution, the Court must 

first examine whether the challenged law burdens rights protected by the First and Fourteenth 

Amendments. Eu v. San Francisco County Democratic Cent. Comm., 489 U.S. 214, 222 (1989). 

The Court has adopted a special balancing test for evaluating claims against state election laws, 

all of which inevitably affect the fundamental rights of political parties, candidates, and voters. If 

the law burdens protected rights, a Court must first consider the character and magnitude of the 

asserted injury to the rights protected by the First and Fourteenth Ambndments. It must then 
I 

4 This includes Socialist mayors elected in Star City and Adamston. See Fred A.Barkey, Socialist Party, e-WV: The 

West Virginia Encyclopedia (Oct. 29, 20 10) (visited Aug.22, 2018) https://www.wvencyclopedia.org/articles/505. 
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identify and evaluate the precise interests put forward by the State as justifications for the burden 
I 
' 

imposed by its rule. In passing judgment, the Court must not only determine the legitimacy and 

strength of each of those interests, it must also consider the extent to which those interests make 

it necessary to burden the plaintiff's rights. Only after weighing all these factors is the reviewing 

court in a position to decide whether the challenged provision is unconstitutional. Anderson v. 

Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780, 789 (1983). 

Under this test, the level of scrutiny varies on a sliding scale with the extent of the 

asserted injury. When, at the low end of that scale, the law "imposes only 'reasonable, 

nondiscriminatory restrictions' upon the First and Fourteenth Amendment rights of voters, 'the 

State's important regulatory interests are generally sufficient to justify' the restrictions." Burdick 

v. Takushi, 504 U.S. 428, 434 (1992) (quoting Anderson, 460 U.S. at 788, 788-89 n.9). But 

when the law places "severe" burdens on the rights of political parties, candidates or voters, 

"the regulation must be 'narrowly drawn to advance a state interest of compelling importance.'" 

Id. at 434 (quoting Norman v. Reed, 502 U.S.279, 289 (1992)). 

West Virginia's statute, like all ballot-access restrictions, burdens "two different, 

although overlapping kinds of rights-the right of individuals to associate for the advancement 

of political beliefs, and the right of qualified voters, regardless of their political persuasion, to 

cast their votes effectively. Both of these rights, of course, rank among our most precious 

freedoms." Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23,30-31 (1968). 

As the United States Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized, • voters can assert their 

I 
preferences only through candidates or parties or both. "It is to be expected that a voter hopes to 

I 

fmd on the ballot a candidate who comes near to reflecting his policy preferences on 
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contemporary issues." Lubin v. Panish, 415 U.S. 709, 716 (1974). The right to vote is "heavily 
I 

burdened" if that vote may be cast only for major-party candidates. Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 

at 31. The exclusion of candidates also burdens voters' freedom of association, because an 

election campaign is an effective platform for the expression of views on the issues of the day, 

and a candidate serves as a rallying point for like-minded citizens. Anderson, 460 U.S. at 787-88. 

Thus restricting candidates like the Petitioner deprives him of the opportunity to advance his 

positions on the issues of the day, and deprives his would-be voters of the opportunity to express 

their support for those positions in the marketplace of ideas. 

The Respondent points to the United States Supreme Court's ruling in Munro v. Socialist 

Workers Party as relieving the state of West Virginia from having to "prove actual voter 

confusion, ballot overcrowding, or the presence of frivolous candidacies as a predicate to the 

imposition of reasonable ballot access restrictions." 479 U.S. 189, 194-195 (1986). However, 

that Court went on to state that legislatures are "permitted to respond to deficiencies in the 

electoral process with foresight rather than reactively, provided that the response is reasonable 

and does not significantly impinge on constitutionally protected rights." Id. at 195-96. 

[Emphasis added]. 

Among these most fundamental rights and freedoms Americans enjoy are those that flow 

from the First Amendment, including the freedom of speech, Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 652, 

666 (1925), the freedom "to engage in association for the advancement of beliefs and ideas," 

NAACP v. Alabama ex ref. Patterson, 357 U.S. 449, 460 (1958) (Harlan, J.), and "the right of 

citizens to create and develop new political parties," Norman v. Reed, 502U.S. at 288. 
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Further, this Court has recognized that a person's right to become Ia candidate for elected 
! 

office is a fundamental right. State ex rei. Billings v. City of Point Pledsant, 194 W.Va. 301, 

305, 460 S.E.2d 436, 440 (1995). In that same vein, this Court has also recognized that 

candidates' rights are necessarily tied to voters' rights, and furthermore, candidacy rights 

necessarily implicate the freedom of association protected by Section 16 of Article III ("[t]he 

right of the people ... to consult for the common good ... shall be held inviolate"). I d. Therefore, 

ballot-access laws not only implicate the fundamental rights of candidates but also necessarily 

impose a correlative burden on voters and supporters of all independent and non-affiliated 

candidates. Such laws, therefore, violate West Virginia voters' freedom of association. 

Here, the rights of voters under the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United 

States Constitution and Article III, Sections 7 and 16 to organize with like-minded citizens in 

support of common political goals are being severely burdened. The importance of such 

association is paramount to our representative democracy and is especially important in West 

Virginia due to the unique nature of our history and creation. It was the dissident and 

independent voices that made West Virginia possible after a majority of Virginians voted and 

approved the Ordinance of Secession. Without such voices and associations West Virginia would 

not exist. 

Alternatively, the governmental interests in burdening the protected right is proffered as 

preventing voter confusion caused by an overcrowded ballot, preventing public distrust in the 

nomination process, and barring frivolous candidacies. Such interests sound like laudable goals, 

but are not actually vested in reality; they are hypothetical and theoretical. These prophylactic 
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measures attempt to cure an illusory harm. "Sore loser" laws are far more restrictive than 

necessary to further any legitimate state interest. 

Ballot access jurisprudence has failed to recogruze that the same states given the 

deference to craft ballot access restrictions, in reality, are indistinguishable from the political 

parties that comprise and control every statehouse across the country. Of the seven thousand 

three hundred and eighty-three (7,383) seats in state legislatures across the country, only 

eighty-seven (87) are not occupied by either a Republican or Democrat as of June 1, 2018. See 

National Conf. Of State Legislatures, State and Legislative Partisan Composition, (2018) 

(visited Aug. 22, 20 18) http://www .ncsl.org/research/about-state-legislatures/legislatures 

-at-a-glance.aspx. 

There is inadequate protection of the important and interdependent constitutional rights 

of candidates and voters who are burdened by ballot access restrictions, especially the growing 

majority of Americans who want more choices on the ballot. They are dissatisfied with many 

aspects of government, and especially those in power, the Democratic and Republican parties. 

See Jim Norman, Government Back on Top as Nation's Leading Problem, Gallup Politics (Aug. 

16, 2018) (reporting that "one in five in U.S. think government is the nation's top problem"). 

(visited Aug. 22, 2018); see also Pew Research Center, Public Trust in Government: 1958-2017 

(Dec. 14, 2017) (reporting that "public trust in the government remains near historic lows"). 

Forty-seven (47) states, including West Virginia, have laws prohibiting candidates who 

appear on the ballot in the primary within an established party from running for the same 

political office in the general as an independent or third-party. These various laws have been in 
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place for decades and have done nothing to bolster the trust thati people have m their 
I 

governmental institutions. 

Additionally, the idea that states are forced to prohibit candidates from running in order 

to prevent overcrowded ballots does not correlate with the facts. See e.g., Williams v. Rhodes, 

393 U.S. at 33 (The Court found Ohio's interest in preventing voter confusion as contrary to 

actual experience in Ohio, because even when only one percent of the electorate's signatures had 

been required to place a party on the ballot, few parties attempted to qualify for ballot positions 

and the state's claim of voter confusion, therefore, was "no more than 'theoretically 

imaginable."'); see also, Reid Wilson, Study: State elections becoming less competitive, 

Washington Post (May 7, 2015) (reporting that fewer state elections are being contested) (visited 

Aug. 22, 2018) https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat-/wp/2015 

/05/07/study-state-elections-becoming-less-competitive/. There is more confusion from the 

design of ballots rather than the number of candidates who appear on them. The most famous 

case of voter confusion comes from Florida in the 2000 presidential election with their 

"butterfly" ballots5 and "hanging chads;" not from a deluge of candidates. 

The proffered interests of the Respondent have no basis in fact and are unreasonable in 

light of the facts. Elections are less competitive, public trust in government is at an all-time low, 

public trust in the administration of elections is at an equally low-ebb, and more voters are 

turning away from the Republican and Democratic parties to register as independent.6 All of this 

5 For a good explainination of these ballots see Peter Kelly, Documents that Changed �he World: 'Hanging chads' 
and butterfly ballots - Florida, 2000, University of Washington News (March 14, 2016) 
http://www.washington.edu/news/2016/03/14/documents-that-changed-the-world-hanghlg-chads-and-butterfly-ballo 
ts-florida-2000/ 

' 

6 As of July 31, 2018, roughly twenty-five percent (25%) of registered West Virginia voters are not registered as a 
Democrat or Republican. Of that percentage, nearly twenty-four percent (24%) are not

, 
registered as a voter of any 

I 
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1s happening after the parties have crafted restrictive ballot access ! laws aimed solely at 

preventing exactly what is occurring now; a third-party candidate running in the general election 

after gaining support and traction in the primary. Therefore, it is not the laxity of ballot access 

requirements, but the strictness that is the real issue. Neither the Respondent nor the proposed 

Intervenor, the West Virginia Republican Party, point to anything other than "theoretically 

imaginable" harm done to them if West Virginia Code § 3-5-23(g) is not upheld. The parties 

reliance on Potemkin village arguments masks the fact that ballot access laws have been 

promulgated for the sole purpose of quelling dissent and making certain that the two-party 

duopoly system continues in perpetuity. 

President George Washington warned us about the dangers of the growing influence of 

reactionary political parties upon the newly minted American experiment and the tendency of 

those parties to greedily hold power at the expense of the public good. 7 He was right. There is no 

way the Democratic and Republican parties will police themselves. Therefore, it is up to courts 

to recognize the inherent problem of allowing the same parties that control every level of 

government and every legislative chamber to pass laws restricting voters' associational choices 

protected by the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and 

Sections 7 and 16 of Article III of the West Virginia Constitution. 

CONCLUSION 

currently "recognized" political party. 

https :/ /sos. wv .gov/electionsN oterRegistration!PagesN oter _ Registration.aspx. 

7 See George Washington, Farewell Address to the People of the United States (1796). 
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For these reasons, Intervenor respectfully requests this Court to invalidate and hold 
i 

unconstitutional W. Va. Code § 3-5-23(g) as volitive of the First and Fourteenth Amendments to 

the United States Constitution and Article III, Sections 7 and 16 of the West Virginia 

Constitution, issue a writ of mandamus, and grant such other relief as this Court finds just and 

equitable. 

South Charleston, WV 25303 

Tel: (304) 729.4 155 
Fax: (844) 305.9190 

njeffriesesq@gmail.com 

Respectfully Submitted, 
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